The Hazing Prevention Coalition works to empower the W&M community to prevent hazing. The Coalition helps the community recognize hazing, understand its implications, develop intolerance for hazing activities, and act/report when hazing occurs.

**MY TRIBE. MY RESPONSIBILITY**

Let's Make W&M a Home Without Hazing

The Hazing Prevention Coalition works to empower the W&M community to prevent hazing. The Coalition helps the community recognize hazing, understand its implications, develop intolerance for hazing activities, and act/report when hazing occurs.

We believe that being demeaned or exposed to harm should NEVER be part of campus life.

One of the hallmarks of the William & Mary experience is the opportunity to be involved in campus life. Joining a team, club, or group can help to create some of your most meaningful experiences - But doing so should never put someone in harm’s way.

---

**Report Hazing Concerns**

follow us to learn more

[Instagram](@wmhazingprevention)

[Facebook](@wmhazingprevention)

Our goal is to empower all in our community to recognize hazing in its various forms, to know what to do when they see hazing activity or experience it directly, and to feel confident in taking action. If you think you have observed concerning behavior, report it.